Rules and Regulations – PUBG Tournament

1. General Provisions








All participants are expected to know and understand all of the rules indicated below.
Unawareness of a specific rule will not be considered an acceptable reason for breaking
the said rule. Ignorance is not an excuse.
Each team must have an appointed team captain/team representative. Only the
captain/representative/manager is allowed to communicate with the organizers before,
during or after the matches.
The tournament organizer may change without prior notice any of the rules and
regulations which they seem necessary to ensure the success of the tournament. The
tournament organizer’s decision is final.
Only the registered teams at the Predator League website are allowed participate in the
event.

2. Eligibility



There are no age requirement to participate in this tournament.
Only the registered teams at the Predator League website are allowed participate in the
event.

3. Match Setup and Lobby










Teams need to be at the venue 30 minutes prior to the designated match start time for
setup.
The lobby will created by the organizers.
To avoid delays in the program of the event, delays caused by players (showing up late,
leaving the tournament area without a stated reason, last-minute smoke or toilet break)
will lead to sanctions for the entire team.
10 minutes and beyond – Game will be forfeited.
Only the registered in game names will play. Failure to notify the organizers of the
changes in accounts beforehand will result to disqualification
Each team must have the total required amount of team members to enter.
Server will be restarted for 3 or more players should they be hanging on the lobby bug.
Server will be restarted if the settings of the game are incorrect.

4. Game Settings and Scoring







Game used – Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG)
Competition method – 16 teams. 4 members per squad. Survival of the fittest.
Server Location – AS
Gameplay Rules – Version (Tournament)
Rounds – 7 rounds (Rounds 1,2,3,7 – Erangel. Rounds 4,5,6 – Miramar)
Mode – FPP and TPP

Tournament scoring
Ranking

Points

Ranking

Points

1

300

11

60

2

200

12

50

3

150

13

45

4

150

14

40

5

150

15

35

6

100

16

30

7

100

17

25

8

100

18

20

9

80

19

15

10

70

20

10

Points of killing

15 points for each kill (no maximum for killing number)

5. Player Conduct













All participants and team managers are required to uphold the highest standards of fair
play and sportsmanship.
Players and team managers who are caught swearing or behaving in a hostile manner
towards their opponents or event staff will be issued a warning upon the first infraction.
Continued infractions may result in forfeiture of the match or worst, disqualification in
the tournament.
All rules of conduct also apply to chatting through the game.
Players are not allowed to open any other programs in the tournament area aside from
Dota 2 and communication programs including Discord and TeamSpeak. Other websites
especially social media sites are not allowed to be opened.
Usage of electronic devices such as mobile phones are strictly prohibited during the
whole match.
Non-players (including but not limited to managers and coaches) can’t stay behind with
team after game starts.
Marshals/Event Organizers has the final decision. These rules may be changed under
extreme circumstances.
The tournament organizer has the right to disqualify and dismiss any registered player
from the tournament, at their discretion, at any stage of the tournament, for any reason,
with no prior warning to the player.
All participants must have their own Discord accounts.

6. Results and Dispute


Disputes must be raised during the game and not after the game. The team with concern
must call the attention of their respective marshal to address the issue. Disputes raised
after the game will not be entertained.

7. Roster



Only the registered line-up will be allowed to play in the tournament.
Clans or communities who have entered 2 teams or more may not swap player.

8. Stoppage of Play





If a team mate disconnects during the match and is unable to reconnect the game will
continue.
Should all the players from one team unintentionally disconnect during a match if he/she
is still alive, it will be the marshal’s decision if the game will carry on or it’ll be a remake
In the event of a server crash, the marshal will remake the game no matter what the
circumstances are.
Teams are not allowed to do bathroom/washroom breaks once the game has started. This
can be done in between games during the break given to each team

9. Rule Violation Penalties and Punishment









Violation or not following any of the rules, regulations, terms and conditions will result
to penalties or disqualifications. Tournament marshal may apply penalties according to
their judgment and discretion.
If a player is experiencing a bug they must notify a channel moderator or a tournament
admin immediately. Hitting Alt+F4, closing PUBG and reconnecting will fix 99% of
bugs. Failure to do so will incur loss of points, temporary suspension, or ban.
Bug abuse is considered cheating and will be automatically disqualified from the
tournament.
Cheating is strictly prohibited. No player should be manipulating game files, using
unapproved game modifications, or any other method by which one may gain an unfair
advantage over another player.
Penalties that can be applied are the following:







Warning
Default loss
Disqualification of a player/team from the entire tournament
Banned from future tournament organized by TNC e-Sports

Disqualifications are applied by the tournament officials, be it admins or organizers, and
will void all rights for the entire team to participate further in the tournament.

10. Rights of Privacy


TNC esports, Acer Predator has the rights to collect information and details, to shoot and
use materials (e.g. interviews, video and photos) publicly without any consent.

11. Admin/Organizer Rights


The Admin/Organizer may overrule all rules based on the situation. The
Admin/Organizer’s holds the rights to change the rules as it deems fit. Decision of the
Admin/Organizer is ALWAYS final.

